4th Quarter - Research Administrator’s Forum
Newcomb Hall: Kaleidoscope Room
Tuesday, October 21, 2014 - 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

MEETING AGENDA

8:30 – 8:40  Welcome/Opening Comments/Updates – (Gerry Kane)

First Time Attendees and Introductions

New Research/Grant Personnel/Faculty – OSP Primer *is now ON-LINE for on demand use*
(Contact Greg Ball to get new hires subscribed for other educational opportunities!)

8:40 – 9:00  Post-Award Topics – Wire Payments, Subaccounts for NIH Award Payments, and Grant Recons – Vonda Durrer

Hear updates and other information regarding various post award topics.

9:00 – 9:15  *Data Management Plan Tool V 2.0:* – Sherry Lake, Senior Data Consultant, University Library

Over the summer, version 2.0 of the Data Management Plan Tool was released. Sherry will demonstrate the new version of the tool.

9:15 – 9:40  *‘Account Management’: Sharing a Best Practice and Business Model* – Angela Sherman,

Angela will share an approach the SOM is using to analyze the spending levels on different types of sponsored awards to identify high-risk areas.

9:40 – 9:50  *‘EFFORT@UVa New Escalation Procedures* – Greg Ball

In response to an APA verbal audit finding, changes have been made to the EFFORT@UVa system to increase the timeliness of effort certifications.

9:50 – 10:00  *OSP Updates and General Q&A*

Next Meeting Date: January 2015 – Look for Future Announcements!!